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S

TEVE AND I VISITED NKURINGO for the very first time in October 2014. We celebrate our
five year anniversary next month! During those five years there has always been a monthly
newsletter. For the first year it was literally and email with photos enclosed – but it
consolidated our desire to always report on all the help given and ensure everyone knew exactly
what was being done with the money donated.
After a further visit to Nkuringo together Steve offered to take on the design of a formal newsletter – and the first newsletter as you know it today was published in September 2016. Since
then, for four years, despite working and other commitments we have managed between us to
produce a newsletter every month. The covers of these newsletters to date decorate the cover of
this special edition.
Over those four years we have started Go Uganda – the twice yearly trip to Nkuringo for
sponsors and friends when 24 people take over a ton of aid and support our to our community.
We have a medical fund that has treated people with life threatening illnesses and given hope
to people like Gerald who lay paralysed and in agony from horrendous bed sores until our newly
registered charity NECS (Nkuringo Education and Community Support) came to his rescue. All the history of our work with this
community are held in the pages of these newsletters.
This year Steve and I are both 65. I am hoping to cut down my work – as a first baby step towards retirement. We also hope to
travel a little more. Things will change for us as we hope also to move home.
Our first big project is a three week trip to Japan in September 2019 with our friends and sponsors Lynn and Will Lunn. As we
are away for most of the month we realised for once we would not have time to produce a newsletter. So we decided that it was
perhaps an opportunity to cast our eyes back over the past four years and reprint some of those past articles.
You can read about our first work with Jane who had a terrible goitre. Pleased to say that goitre is history now and Jane, after
agreeing to the operation, has a new lease of life goitre free. Dormitories and classrooms have been built – and are still being
built – at our two adopted schools – the Nkuringo Foundation Nursery and Primary School and the Nkuringo Community
Vocational Secondary School. By the time you read this the underground water tanks should be completed and ready to make a
big difference to the whole community – and we will have started work on the fund raising for the new HIV clinic at Nteko.
So much achieved and so much still to do with your help!
Remember we have the NECS 5 year anniversary ball on 9th November 2019 in Tunbridge Wells Kent – please do grab a ticket or
two if you are near enough and able to come.
And finally thank you all for your support over these past years – we look forward to the next five!
One final thing: Steve and I have produced the newsletter since the beginning and also personally paid to have copies printed
and sent to Uganda as well as to various schools and institutions. Whilst the online copy is always free and available – both in pdf
format by email and on Facebook – the anniversary edition of the October Go Uganda trip will be the last time Steve and I will be
able to fund the printed copies.
We do already have a couple of people who pay to have a copy printed and posted to them and are willing to investigate doing
this on a larger scale if more sponsors are interested. Apologies but with retirement looming the print costs of £100-£150 per
month we have personally supported for this long will be a bridge too far
Enjoy your trip down memory lane and we should be back to normal next month!
Regards
Jan
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BLACKSMITHS
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2 Editor’s comment
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A

s well as bringing you information regarding
staff at the Nkuringo Foundation, Nursery
and Primary School we are also focusing on
different areas of the community to give you an
overview of the ways in which different people
make a living. This month we are looking at
the blacksmiths of Nkuringo – in particular the
business of Nicholas Barutsa.
Nicholas is 59 years old. He is married to Vastine Banshekesa. They have 10 children. Three
of his sons work with him as blacksmiths. The
father of Nicholas is also a blacksmith so he
inherited those skills from his grandparents.
The family mainly make knives, machete, axes,
spears, and hammers. They sell them in the
local markets in neighbouring villages. They do
use iron ore mined locally but more often now
they melt down discarded scrap metal such as
old hoes, saucepans, and iron bars.
The name of the blacksmith with leaves on
his head who is shown on the front cover, and
again on this page, is called Sunday Silveri. He
is 27 years old and the fourth born. He is married to Shallon Kyansi. They have two children.
There are other blacksmiths in the community
but they are all from the same Bagesera clan, so
in essence there are only two families that are
blacksmith locally.
Blacksmiths still play an essential role in the
community where they are responsible for
nearly all of the tools and utensils used.
From top to Bottom:
Sunday Silverio working the
bellows
The blacksmiths’s hut
Nicholas Barutsa with his
son Sunday Silverio
Hammering the tools into
shape

M
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NKURINGO bra appeal
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thisuntil
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Most women in our country have a whole collection of bras lurking in
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The bra collection is now on hold until we can get this wonderful batch
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not the only
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March Newsletter
measure a woman for a bra and bra monitors have been appointed ready
womenBelow:
of Nkuringo.
us totaking
helpathem.
Jan, Lynn, MelHelp
and Georgie
little break from sorting and
for the big bra distribution.
sizing bras for a photo opportunity!

Thank you

Please give us your support!

THE WOMEN OF

NKURINGO

OVER 1000 BRAS
The bras shown above are only half what we actually received! Thank you to all those people who donated these bras for such a good cause.

Below: Joshua (standing) at
the parent teacher meeting we
attended.
Bottom: Joshua with his wife
Schola and baby Josephine
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In our second article on the staff who make the
Nkuringo Foundation and Primary School tick we
focus on Joshua Ayubare – the headmaster and the
first person Steve and I met when we first trekked
to Uganda
School Headmaster: Joshua.

NKURINGO

YOUR SUPPORT
WAS OVERWHELMING

From March 2016

Foundation Nursery & Primary School Staff

JOSHUA AYUBARE
J

oshua is 26 years old and comes from the Mukozi Village in the
Nyundo Subcounty Kisoro District.
He is a Grade Three professional teacher.
Joshua has been working at the school from February 2014 to date.
Apart from the duties and responsibilities of being a Headmaster
he also teaches science to primary four, five and six.
Joshua takes his work very seriously and really cares for the children.

Two of our sponsors – Sophie and Serge from Belgium – have been visiting the school longer than we have. They sent me
this lovely little anecdote regarding Joshua:
Joshua is a great head teacher. He is doing very well, he is very enthusiastic and the children like him very much.
He teaches primary five, but he also loves singing. It is a pleasure to see him singing.
A good memory I have of him: One evening, we were looking for him in the school, and he was sitting in the school
office (a very very small room) with all the children of primary five. He was helping them do their homework and prepare
for their exams. They were squeezed in there because it was the only place in the school where is a little electricity from
their solar panel. But who was smiling - Joshua!
He does a good job.
Joshua is married to Schola. In February this year
Schola gave birth to a little girl they called Josephine. Josephine was born prematurely and had
to spend some time in hospital before she was
allowed home. It was hard for Joshua – who
often sleeps at the school as it is not an easy
journey home – to be parted from his family
during this difficult time. Happily Josephine
was fine and the family are now all
doing well. When we last visited
Nkuringo we were pleased to
take out baby clothes to Joshua
kindly donated by sponsors
and friends here who knew
Schola was pregnant.
Schola does farming to help
the family income.

NKURINGO bra appeal
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Look how far this building has progressed
since we showed an earlier picture from the
beginning of the month- see previous page
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Dormitories for more
students!!!
W

e are pleased to finally show
you the dormitories have
been started! These are above the
new classrooms – which will be in
use from February – and will hopefully give us the extra space we
need to take in more students from
the many who would love to join
the school but cannot until there
is space for them to board. We are
still actively fund raising to finish

this building – so if you are looking for
something to do to help – please be
aware any donation however small will
make a difference! We need to raise
in total another £4,500 to finish this
building.

NKURINGO

m
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From August 2017

We thought it would be
nice for you to get a better
understanding of the people who make the Nkuringo
Foundation and Primary
School tick. Each month we
will focus on one member
of staff. All are important
and have a different role to
play.
Meet the local

Security Guard

Pascal Ngabirano
We would like to introduce you to another very important member of staff at
the school. Pascal Ngabirano has been a
School Security Guard since last January.
He is 27 years old and married. It is his job
to look after the school both during term
time and school holidays. I am sure the
children all sleep better knowing that
Pascal is there to keep them safe.

HOW EDUCATION IS MEANT TO WORK IN UGANDA
Primary school (duration: seven years)
In Uganda, there are seven primary school years, from primary one to primary seven. With
normal annual progression this means primary school should last seven years, but many
poor children drop in and out of school (if they go) so it is not unusual to find teenagers
sitting primary exams.
At the end of primary seven, pupils sit their first major national exams – the primary
leaving examinations (PLE). Presently PLE has four examinable subjects – English language, mathematics, science and social studies. The best possible mark pupils can
achieve is a total of four (which means one point - a distinction - in each subject), while
the worst is a total of 36 (nine points for each subject, which means a fail).
Students with between four and 12 points pass the PLE with a first grade, or division one.
Those with scores between 13 and 23 get a second grade; 24 to 29 get a third grade,
while those with 30 to 34 pass with a fourth grade.
This is the first year that the Nkuringo Foundation Nursery and Primary School will put
their year 7 students forward to take the PLE. 17 pupils will be sitting this important exam.
Until now no child in this community has passed the PLE locally.
Secondary school (duration: six years)
Pupils who pass their PLE can progress to secondary school. This has two stages; the first
four years, senior one (S1) to senior four (S4), constitute the O-level period. At the end of
S4, students sit the second major national exams known as the Uganda Certificate of
Education (UCE) or simply O-level examinations.
Students who pass their O-level exams may progress to A-levels or the Higher School
Certificate (HSC). This lasts two years, S5 and S6, after which students sit for the Uganda
Advanced Certificate of Education (UACE) examinations, also known simply as A-levels.
The government abolished tuition fees in public secondary schools in 2007 to increase access. However, only students who have scored 28 points or higher can be admitted to this
universal secondary education programme.
This system does not help the poor and the minority groups like the Batwa to achieve
an education without your help.
English is the language used in schools.

From December 2017
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16 Nkuringo news

W

resulting from an enlarged thyroid gland.
thyroid. A goitre is associated with a thyroid
that is not functioning properly. Worldwide,
over 90% of goitre cases are caused
by iodine deficiency.

ENERGY SAVING

STOVES

HILE WE were in Nkuringo we noticed that one of
the children – Catherine Ninsima – sponsored by
Beverley and Ian Molesworth – had a growth on
her neck that was causing her problems. She was taken to
the local medical centre where she was told it needed
surgery so therefore a hospital. Thanks to kind donations
from sponsors (including Beverley and Ian) Catherine was
taken to hospital by Asgario and a goitre was diagnosed.
She had some tests, was given some medicine and told to come back in a couple of
weeks. When we heard it was a goitre we
remembered another young woman in the
village – a parent of one of the children
– who had an enormous growth on her
neck. Enquiries confirmed the growth had
started three years ago and was now extremely uncomfortable. We asked Asgario
to take Jane to see the same goitre specialist looking after Catherine. Jane had never
seen a doctor as she has no money.
To cut a long story short when they
went back to the hospital Catherine was
told she is to be admitted to hospital on
12th December to have her goitre removed.
She will stay in one week to ensure recovery. Jane has a much larger goitre but it
is still operable. She is currently taking medication and returns to hospital on 3rd
January. We are hoping by the time we go out in June Jane and Catherine will be
fully recovered.
We have committed to pay for the medical expenses incurred. Thank you all
those who have already helped with this. It is chilling to hear that Jane’s goitre is
restricting her windpipe and if it is left there will be no happy outcome. Hopefully
with our help she will soon be fighting fit again! Thanks to Anne Gregory – Jane
has a goat to take her mind
off things!!!

The term is also used to describe an enlarged
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GOITRES

A goitre or goiter is a swelling in the neck

From February 2018

Cartilage
Thyroid gland
Trachea

There was great excitement at the school when they heard that
Fred and Lynnette Dubendorf, two friends of Nkuringo, had
offered to purchase two High Energy Saving Stoves for the
new kitchen.
The stoves cost $2,500 each so were something the
school could only dream of using if it weren’t for
Fred and Lynette.

These stoves are so efficient that one truck of firewood will
be enough for all the school cooking needs for a whole term
– whereas before the school needed five trucks of firewood a
term. This is not just a financial saving but also great news
for the trees!!!
The stoves arrived on a large truck and the whole school
came out to welcome them! It was easy getting them up
the new school steps and round to the new kitchen building
where they were quickly installed and then ready to start earning their keep.
Thank you so much Fred and Lynette for such a thoughtful gift. All your gifts, great and small, are really appreciated
and together are enabling the school to finally look to a more
comfortable safe and secure future!

From April 2018
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From June 2018
18
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HENS GET
NEW HOMES
THANKS TO
YOU!

L

ast month Maria Clarke launched the “Give a Hen for
Easter” Project. Instead of buying a chocolate egg as a
gift – give a hen to someone in Nkuringo! The hen provides
eggs for much needed nourishment – and can go on to
produce more hens – giving a needy family a real chance of
improving their lot!
We did not expect the project to take off so suddenly
and so well. Basically you donate £10, name the hen and
allocate it to a named sponsor child, a needy child, the HIV
group, the Batwa pygmy group or the Nkuringo Foundation
Nursery and Primary School. In return you get a photo of
your hen with name. What a
meaningful Easter Present!
Maria and I started to
field requests. I was
transferring the money with hen lists and
requirements and Asgario was busy buying,
giving and getting photos back. It did not
help that I was in the States for Easter –
where the gently ping of photos arriving
rocked my sleep!
I think we got there. You all made a
tremendous difference to the
community with so many hens now
laying eggs and hopefully producing
more hens!
We will be more organised next Easter!!! Get
your orders in early! If your hen is not here
please email me – I will find it!
Apart from that enjoy the photos of so many
very happy people..

March 9

A TRIBUTE TO

DAVID WHITMARSH

T

HIS STORY IS EXTREMELY hard to write as it involves someone many of us – in the

UK and Uganda – know and love. I first met Peter Whitmarsh when Steve and I first
trekked in Uganda with Dream Challenges and visited the Nkuringo Foundation
Nursery and Primary School for the very first time. Uncannily I have photos of him dancing
with Herbert Friday – whom he went on to sponsor.
Peter was also a member of Go Uganda October 2017 – our first group to go out and take aid
to the community. Always laughing and positive we were however aware - even during that
visit - that his son David was waiting for a lung transplant
Unfortunately David did get the transplant he needed but sadly it was not to be and David
passed away on 10th March 2018.
Peter has made a very kind donation in the name of his son – the money to purchase a
community motorbike for the community of Nkuringo to be used to visit the sick, ferry them
to hospital, take medication to the ill - all the things that at the moment are impossible on
foot. So many sick people have
not made it because of arduous
journeys through difficult terrain
to get help. Steve came up with
this typographical design which
is being painted on the side of
the bike as per the photo. The
bike will be blessed in Church
when the Go Uganda May/June
group are out there and Jessica
Hardy will say a few words as our
representative.
Peter has also given us some
words to be said at the blessing – they are shown here.
Nothing can bring back David but I know this will be a lasting legacy to him and cannot thank
Peter enough for this very moving tribute to his son that will enable so many people to get
the help that they need.
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Rotherfield Primary School PTCA kindly donated a sum of money to the school last year. This
money was earmarked for renovations – starting with the girls’ dormitories. These were
small, cramped and with little comfort. The girls’ dormitories had been the only dormitories
until we completed the new classrooms and dormitories last year. The new quarters were
allocated to the boys and the girls spread themselves out.

GIRLS DORMITORY DOUBLES IN SIZE
I

n actual fact because of the number of new children
starting - thanks to the sponsor programme - it was
not long before these old crumbling dormitories were
packed and struggling to cope.
The small cooking shed used to be opposite the
dormitories but was moved into bigger premises
at the end of the year. It was decided to flatten the
ground and extend the dormitories – doubling their
size! The new exterior wall was built and the inner

walls knocked down. When the existing old tin roof
was examined it was shown to be rusty and leaking
badly so was completely removed for replacement. It
is half terms and we hope that by the time the
children return to school (and we visit) we will see a
sparkling new building! The project took all of the
money donated by Rotherfield PTCA – but what a
result!! We are fund raising now to renovate the staff
quarters!

TOILETS FINISHED
We have watched with growing interest the
complex building of the Ecosan Toilets following
the kind donation from the IndigoFest Concert put
on by Indigo Tax and Accountancy Ltd. Well those
toilets are now finished and we look forward to a
tour when we visit the school later this month!!!
Thank you to everyone who supports these very
worthy causes – the results speak for themselves!!!

From June 2018
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June 25

24

HEALTH ISSUES

KELOIDS,GOITRES AND SKIN

INFECTIONS

With limited access to hospitals and lack of funds to pay for drugs or
complex surgery some of the community suffer in silence with conditions
that can be life threatening. Thanks to your support we are trying to help
where we canl

Above: Jane receiving clear advice
Left: Enoth. After our visit he went
to Entebbe. As a result he will have
his first surgery on 26 June and then
spend 3 days recovering before travelling home. He will go to hospital
every two weeks for check-ups and
treatment until all is clear. The cost
for all transportation, medicines
and care to complete Enoth’s treatment is a total of $580 - about £450.
What a small price to pay for such a
change in his life.

We have already brought you the story of Jane who
has a large goitre on her neck. We started a medical
fund for her and she actually attended hospital and
began treatment. Unfortunately Jane was too scared
to go through with an operation. She knows the
condition is life limiting. However she has young
children – including Joan Kesim sponsored by Gloria
Jessop. As a mother should she have an operation
that may kill her or live with the condition that will
also kill her but gives her a bit more precious time
with her family. Who of us would dare make that
decision for her.
Enoth, a pupil in the primary school, has large keloid
growths on his body and more importantly one on
his ear which has started growing very fast. He can
no longer hear and his ear is now compromised.
During the Go Uganda trip to Lake Mutanda, whilst
the group were at the market, Asgario, Tara and I
took Enoth and Jane to hospital to visit a doctor for
advice.
Enoth was told he needed all growths removed and
plastic surgery on his ear. He was referred to a specialist in Entebbe.
Jane was told the goitre is growing fast and she now
needs a complex operation that only one surgeon in
Uganda is equipped to do. There will be complications so she needs to be in the best hospital with
facilities to cope. Jane has a referral. She knows this
is the best chance she will have.

Donata Ayimembabazi
11 year old Donata Ayimembabazi was late collecting
presents from her then sponsor. What a poorly and
sad looking girl. Too ill to attend school for some
time, it was clear why when we saw the infected skin
condition covering her thighs, under arms, back and
stomach resulting in discharging ulcers. It’s fair to
say we were shocked. Her skin was so itchy and painful she had to sleep sat upright in a chair. This is a
long-standing condition, but her mother didn’t have
the money to continue treatment.
A quick trip to ‘Happy’ Isaac at the Medical Centre
revealed the full extent and severity of her condition;
acute cellulitis needing a course of intravenous antibiotics 4 times a day for a week and daily antiseptic
dressings.
Thankfully, she responded well and was feeling
brighter within a few days. A UK Dermatology
Consultant believes she suffered a Staph infection,
potentially fatal. She may have some scaring, but
with the infection gone, treatment is simply; application of E45 cream and then a steroid cream.
We all wish her well!

If anyone would like to contribute to
our Medical Fund to help Jane, Enoth
and other people in need please get in
touch.

From October 2018

From SJune 2018
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8 Batwa

28

June 29

WOMEN’S
GROUP
W

Dorothy graduated from the Nkuringo Foundation Nursery and Primary
School last year. She now studies at the community vocational secondary
school. Just before Go Uganda June 2018 arrived Dorothy was struck by
lightning as she worked in the fields by the Church.

LIGHTNING
STRIKES

BATWA

SARAH MBABAZI

I

T WAS HALF TERM. She was paralysed and unable to
speak. She was transported to hospital where thankfully
she regained the power of speech and movement. We
saw her when we were out there and she was still weak
with chest pains and shortness of breath but recovering.
Dorothy was one of the lucky ones.

Still working hard

I

Uganda suffers from approximately 70 lightning strikes per
kilometre every year resulting in a loss of over one hundred
people annually. A majority of those fatally struck by lightning in Uganda are schoolchildren.
A strike can be fatal and those who do survive often suffer
from the following:
Hearing or vision loss.
Fast or irregular heartbeat, or chest pain.
Headache, trouble staying awake, confusion, or dizziness.
Shortness of breath.
Muscle pain, weakness, stiffness, or temporary paralysis.
Skin burns.
Passing out, weak pulse, or no pulse.
The majority of lightning strike victims do survive, but
many will experience one or more of the issues described
above.
The fact that typical Ugandan rural buildings are brick and
mortar with a sheet metal roof and dirt floor only escalates
the chance of people being hit by lightning when it strikes.
We would like to raise enough money to purchase as many
lightning conductors as we can to protect the church
and other main buildings. Maria Clarke kindly purchased
enough conductors to keep the primary school safe but we
need to extend that safety net around the community.
If you are looking for ways to help this community this
would be a wonderful start.
Lightning conductors are £300 each including fixtures and
fittings.

E ARE always pleased to meet
with the Women’s Group in
Nkuringo. These women make baskets
and gifts to supplement their income.
We always give the group much needed
baby clothes and women’s shoes and
clothes to help as we can. The group
came and danced for us – and with us
as you can see! I am not sure our efforts were as good as theirs but we had
great fun and now have some great
friends in the group. It was a really
joyful afternoon.

BATWA EXPERIENCE

O

ne highlight of our trip we strongly advise the group
to do is the Batwa Experience. This is the only
thing we ask for payment for as the Batwa Pygmies are
extremely poor and their only means of
survival is this plus selling baskets and
carvings they make. It costs $25 and
you see how they lived in the forest.
The Batwa are the best actors – so lots
of laughter – and you get to shoot a
bow and arrow. Our June group loved
it!
A friend of Dawn Moffatt donated
two hens to the Batwa. Amy and
Kym delivered them on a motorbike – a first in so many ways!

N JULY 2016 we did an article on Sarah Mbabazi. Sarah was one of the first four children
from the Batwa community to join the Nkuringo
Foundation Nursery and Primary School. She
continues to be sponsored by Janette Platt –
who also sponsors Jonas – another of those
four pioneer children. Sarah was thrilled to join
the school and has worked very hard. We still
remember that first photo of her studying in
the best dress her parents could find until her
uniform was made. In the early days we were
unsure how children from the different groups
would integrate – but we did not need to worry!
Like all children given the precious gift of an
education she has seized this amazing gift and

is doing her best to make her family proud.
She and her best friend Beatrice are still at the
school – and we now have 33 children from her
community – all working hard and part of the
big family that is the Primary School.
Here is Sarah today – still studying and still
smiling!
We hope to continue to support children from
all groups – and when the new school year
starts in January – we will do our best to ensure
that all groups are represented equally – in the
same way we ensure we always bring in as many
girls as boys.
Thank you everyone for making this possible –
you really are changing lives.
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PETER WHITMARSH
YOU MADE A DIFFERENCE

In 2017 Peter Whitmarsh presented a bike to the community
to enable those in need to receive medication in their homes,
transport as required to hospital and generally overcome the
tremendous difficulties of living in such difficult terrain. The
primary beneficiaries were the HIV group we have supported
for four years however it is called into action for anyone in
need. There are two drivers who take it in turn to be on call
and we understand it is in constant use. The bike was
dedicated to the memory of Peter’s son David and he would be
proud to see what a difference this amazing gift has meant.
Thank you Peter!

Top and Left: Happy Students
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Above: Jenny distributing calculators

PO S I T I V E
LIVING HOSPITAL PROJECT

NKURINGO COMMUNITY VOCATIONAL SECONDARY SCHOOL
RECEIVE THEIR CALCULATORS FROM

CASIO

When the Secondary School put out an urgent request for scientific
calculators - something needed but so far outside most student’s budgets –
Jenny Aldridge sprung into action and started writing letters to companies.
Only one replied – but what a reply! Casio provided 300 calculators plus
rulers and filled pencil cases – enough to ensure every student now
has the tools to succeed.

J

ENNY’S visit to the Secondary School to hand out the calculators and pencil cases was unforgettable. The Headteacher,
Denis Twebase, took Jenny into each class where she was
greeted with applause and cheers. Pupils were ecstatic
and handled their gifts like treasure. A few were
overwhelmed!

One of the special graphic calculators was given to the
Chemistry teacher to investigate their potential in developing
and supporting teaching and learning.

EK
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PO S I T I V E
NEW MOTORBIKE FOR THE
LIVING HOSPITAL PROJECT

EK
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PO S I T I V E
LIVING HOSPITAL PROJECT

I

T WAS DURING the meeting with the Positive Living Nteko
Clinic Staff that we realised that Robert, the volunteer who keeps
the group together and visits the sick families in their homes, does
it all on foot! The group was badly in need of a motorbike yet the
bike donated by Peter Whitmarsh is already constantly in use by the
other groups and has no spare capacity. We promised to see what
we could do. Within an hour of that meeting Tony and Helen Lloyd
Waldren had kindly offered to pay for the motorbike with funds
raised in their community
of Mojacar, Spain! It has
already been purchased and
will soon be painted with
the Indolo logo from that
region. Miracles do happen! Thank you so much!!!
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UGANDA

THE

RED BOX

PROJECT TAKES OFF!
Last month Tara Garritt wrote an article on Period Poverty.
Many people are unaware that 1 in 10 young women in the UK
cannot afford sanitary products.

I

N NKURINGO THE situation is much worse where – even if you had the money for
sanitary products the local shops refuse to sell them and the nearest store is over three
hours away, a journey predominantly made by men on their weekly market trips.
Tara wanted to give back dignity to the pupils and teachers in our Primary and
Secondary School in Nkuringo by providing each one of them, initially, with a pack of reusable, washable pads. As there are approximately 90 women currently who require such
support this meant a need for an initial £200 - £300 outlay.
Whilst Tara was busy writing this letter Karen Bonner and her brother in law Stephen Bonner were busy getting ready to jump into the icy waters of the Firth in Scotland with their
friends for the Looney Dook celebrations in aid of charity (see pages 8-9).
We are thrilled to say that the first project to receive funding
from the Looney Dook event is the Red Box Project!
Thanks to a Scottish traditional event the young women in Nkuringo will ALL receive a
pack of re-usable pads when they start school at the end of this month.
Thank you so much everyone who donated to the Looney Dook and made this first step
to fight period poverty in Nkuringo a success!
Next phase is to provide a red box in both schools with a supply of sanitary protection.
We welcome any input, support either in contacts or cash to
ensure this hidden problem is eliminated forever!
Any ideas or offers of help please contact us! Tara is looking forward
to co-ordinating any support for this important project.

2020
trips

inf rmation
about your June/October trips

UGANDA

2020

You will all have read about the Go Uganda trips and seen photos in these
newsletters or on Facebook GO UGANDA NECS of people preparing for them,
taking part in them and of course then going back!

W

E FORMALLY started these trips in 2017 with an initial bunch
of 24 friends and sponsors. Steve and I had already visited
Nkuringo a couple of times but this was a complete leap
of faith – taking people – some who had never travelled to
Uganda, to stay with a community so far from the world we know to stay
in an environment up high in gorilla country where running water and
electricity just were not on the agenda!
The people of Nkuringo did not let us down. Having told our initial
group they would have to rough it in accommodation that would
probably be akin to basic camping we arrived to find they had
prepared the Nkuringo Guest House for us! We had double or
twin rooms each with toilet and shower - which involved
people manually filling a water tank and then maintaining
a fire to get the water hot – not quite the Ritz but a long
way from the jug of cold water and a bush we could have
expected!
We met Emma, our chef, for the first time. He manages
to prepare and serve 3 full meals a day from a tiny kitchen
– and the food he serves is outstanding. He has dealt
with every allergy going – gluten free, vegetarian, nut
allergy, lime allergy – you name it! And still
manages to turn out food that everyone
could eat! Whether it is eggs or omelettes
for breakfast, or a choice of main courses
and desserts for lunch and dinner – we
all ate very very well! You can get beer,
whisky, gin and mixers/soft drinks in the
bar at very reasonable prices to finish off
the day!
( no electricity = no ice ).
There are no words to describe the
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welcome we receive on each trip. Whether you are watching school
children sing, taking part in lessons, giving lessons, dancing with the
Batwa pygmy tribe, learning how the blacksmith makes knives from local
iron ore, weaving a basket or even – as on this latest trip – building a
Batwa house – you will have the most amazing experiences that will stay
with you for the rest of your life. You will also make some true friends
among this gentle community that has so little but can teach us so much
about family values, dignity and the sheer joy of being alive.
The trips are multi-function. Not only do they enable us to
review the aid we have provided and see in person where it is
proving most effective – but also we can assess areas that
may need more help. We also take out two 23kg bags each
of aid to be distributed to the most needy. On this coming
trip it is the turn of the Batwa to receive warm clothing.
Everyone takes part in helping men women and children
find a something that fits!
In our next newsletter we will have all the photos and
reviews of the trip taking place this month.
If you want to join us on a future trip please
let us know. I have given here the dates
of the May and October 2020 trips and
will be officially opening the lists next
month when I will also give more detailed
costing. If you want to know more then
talk to one of the many people who have
already been on a Go Uganda trip to get a
personal view of what it is like – or visit our
GO UGANDA NECS Facebook page where you
will find many photos and accounts from all
our sponsors and friends.
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PRIMARY
SMASHES
IT!
This is the only the second year that the Nkuringo
Foundation Nursery and Primary School has been
in a position to put forward pupils for the
Certificate of Education.

E

VERY MONTH we are blown away by the number of people who come
forward from all over the world to offer support to our community in
Nkuringo. Here we highlight Kevin and Jill who, together with their friends,
continue to give – and have just offered to provide the greatest gift of all – water
to the community. We also bring exciting news from Karrie Mellor – who was
on the Go Uganda October 2018 trip with her daughter and who has provided
clothes and support since we first started this journey. Throughout this
newsletter you will see more such stories and must remember behind these
there are hundreds of people providing goats, hens, sponsorship, money,
clothes and making a difference in so many ways. We salute you all for making
this all possible.

P

ASSING THIS Certificate gives a student
the right to attend Secondary School –
an unobtainable dream for so many for
so many years.
Thanks to the support of our friends and
sponsors we are thrilled to say that 20 pupils –
16 of them sponsored – took that examination
and ALL OF THEM PASSED!
Special congratulations to Jasper Ayebare
and Felix Sebatware who both passed with a
first! – All the others passed with a second –
many only one or two points outside a first so
brilliant results all round!
At the end of the month all these pupils will
attend a celebration meal with their parents
or guardians. At that time they will have to
confirm whether they wish to take up their
place at Secondary School.
Some of these children have already
received assurances from their sponsors that
they will continue to fund their education in
Secondary School. For those who no longer
have the support of a sponsor we will publish
the list and have already assured the children
that we will ensure each one of them finds a
sponsor to enable them to take this unexpected but well deserved step into further
education – one they and their parents had
never dared hope for.
Kate Bishop and Mel Dolding manage the
support of the Nkuringo Community Vocational Secondary School and we will be working hard to help these new students make this
bold step towards their dreams.
We are already aware that some of these
children will need new sponsors so please, if
you would like to consider helping a young
man or woman into further education please
contact us.
For the moment we will celebrate the success of our hard working teachers and pupils
– long may it continue!
Jasper Ayebare, left –
photo taken in
February 2014 when he
was first sponsored.
Jasper only has a
mother and was
thrilled to be given the
chance of an education – now he is one
of only two students
to achieve a first class
pass of the Certificate
of Education to enable
him to attend
secondary school! Well
done Jasper!
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JILL AND KEVIN
The underground water tank and
pumping station will make an
enormous difference to the
community

We have already reported on the wonderful support from Jill and Kevin Smith since
they visited Nkuringo in 2018. They now sponsor Christine and Gilbert and provided
goats and food for their families for Christmas. They also raised money with their
friends to support the Gilipina Medical Fund and provided much needed desks and
beds for the Schools. They have also spread the word and we now have several other
children in the schools sponsored by their friends. We have just heard that Jill and
Kevin are going to fund the construction of the underground water tank and pumping
station for the community. We thought this was almost an impossible dream but this
generous couple are making it a reality. THANK YOU
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